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Macs For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	The bestselling Mac book of all time, updated for OS X Mountain Lion and the latest hardware


	More and more people are joining the ranks of Mac owners each year. This popular guidebook, as user-friendly as the Mac itself, has sold more than 1.3 million copies in previous editions. In this most recent version, popular author...
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Social Networking Spaces: From Facebook to Twitter and Everything In Between (Beginning)Apress, 2010

	What the heck is Facebook? Twitter? Blogging? This book answers these questions and explains how to use a variety of social networking sites to keep in touch, stay in business, and have fun.


	This book covers the main social networking “spaces,” and introduces some of the ways people are enjoying them within a family or...
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WordPress 4.x CompletePackt Publishing, 2015

	Get your website up and running and beautify it with WordPress


	About This Book

	
		Build a WordPress site quickly and effectively
	
		Create impressive WordPress themes and plugins and get to know how it works
	
		Expand the features of WordPress to create non-blogging websites and...
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Sams Teach Yourself WordPress 3 in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself -- Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2010

	Blogging has been booming for years, and it shows no sign of slowing down. It is an easy and organized way to deliver news, tutorials, and podcasts;it’s even an easy way to share personal thoughts and stories. It was the social network before other social networks existed. Like blogging, WordPress has grown over the years to a mature...
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Blogging For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The blogging bestseller, now fully updated to reflect the latest tools and techniques


	Blogging is forever evolving, and remains essential for anyone who wants a distinctive Web presence. There are many options that surround blogging-on everything from blogging software to hosting services-and this fun and friendly guide gets you...
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Building Web Apps with WordPressO'Reilly, 2014

	
		WordPress is much more than a blogging platform. As this practical guide clearly demonstrates, you can use WordPress to build web apps of any type—not mere content sites, but full-blown apps for specific tasks. If you have PHP experience with a smattering of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, you’ll learn how to use WordPress...
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Word 2010 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	In-depth guidance on Word 2010 from a Microsoft MVP


	Microsoft Word 2010 arrives with many changes and improvements, and this comprehensive guide from Microsoft MVP Herb Tyson is your expert, one-stop resource for it all. Master Word's new features such as a new interface and customized Ribbon, major new productivity-boosting...
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Auditing Social Media: A Governance and Risk GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	As I look back on my career at Microsoft, I feel fortunate
	to have had a front-row seat to witness an incredible
	shift in how people and organizations communicate and interact.
	I started at Microsoft in October 1994—about a year after
	America Online released AOL 1.0 for Windows. As early adopters
	of social media,...
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Internet SimplifiedVisual, 2009
The content boom on the Internet has been explosive in the past few years with more than a billion people surfing worldwide. Internet Simplified shows beginning level computer users how to get comfortable surfing the web and how to navigate the flood of information once they find what they're looking for. Users will find helpful information on the...
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The School Administrator's Guide to BloggingRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2008
The word “blog” is relatively new and like most new technology terms, you might not find it in your spell checker or your dictionary yet. The word blog comes from combining the words “web” (short for World Wide Web) and the word “log” (indicating a regular entry). A blog therefore, is a website that is updated...
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Social Media Marketing All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Everything your business needs for a successful social media campaign


	Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter are today's hottest marketing tools. This all-in-one guide by an expert on social media strategy helps you take full advantage of them in creative new ways.


	Lena West is a consultant who helps her clients...
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Practical Rails Social Networking Sites (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
Practical Rails Social Networking Sites shows you the complete development cycle of a social networking community web site. The project develops first as a simple content management system, after which author Alan Bradburne progressively adds features in order to build a full Web 2.0--enabled community-based social networking site using...
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